The performance of person re-identification (Re-ID) has been seriously affected by the large cross-view appearance variations caused by mutual occlusions and background clutter. Hence, learning a feature representation that can adaptively emphasize the foreground persons becomes very critical to solve the person Re-ID problem. In this paper, we propose a simple yet effective foreground attentive neural network (FANN) to learn a discriminative feature representation for person Re-ID, which can adaptively enhance the positive side of foreground and weaken the negative side of background. Specifically, a novel foreground attentive subnetwork is designed to drive the network's attention, in which a decoder network is used to reconstruct the binary mask by using a novel local regression loss function, and an encoder network is regularized by the decoder network to focus its attention on the foreground persons. The resulting feature maps of encoder network are further fed into the body part subnetwork and feature fusion subnetwork to learn discriminative features. Besides, a novel symmetric triplet loss function is introduced to supervise feature learning, in which the intra-class distance is minimized and the inter-class distance is maximized in each triplet unit, simultaneously. Training our FANN in a multitask learning framework, a discriminative feature representation can be learned to find out the matched reference to each probe among various candidates in the gallery. Extensive experimental results on several public benchmark datasets are evaluated, which have shown clear improvements of our method over the state-ofthe-art approaches.
captured from the disjoint camera views. The person Re-ID problem has attracted extensive research attentions in recent years, and yet it still remains a challenging one due to the large cross-view appearance variations caused by mutual occlusions and background clutters. Therefore, the key to improve the person Re-ID performance is to learn a discriminative feature representation which is robust to the large cross-view appearance variations.
To address this problem, extensive works have been reported in the past few years, which could be roughly divided into the following two categories: 1) developing discriminative descriptors to handle the variations of person's appearance, and 2) designing distinctive distance metrics to measure the similarity between images. In the first line of works, different informative feature descriptors have been attempted by utilizing different clues, including the LBP [4] , ELF [5] and LOMO [6] . In the second line of works, labeled images are used to learn effective distance metrics, including the LADF [7] , LMNN [8] and ITML [9] . An evident drawback of these methods is that they consider feature extraction and metric learning as two independent steps, and therefore they cannot complement their capabilities in a joint framework.
Benefit from the strong representation capacity of deep neural network, the deep feature learning based methods [10] , [11] have significantly improved the person Re-ID results on the public benchmark datasets. These methods are usually consisted of two components, i.e., a neural network and an objective function. Specifically, the neural network is built to extract features from input images, and the objective function is designed to guide the training process. Representative deep neural networks include the AlexNet [12] , VGGNet [13] and ResNet [14] , and representative objective functions include the softmax loss function [12] , triplet loss function [15] and contrastive loss function [16] . These works usually take the entire rectangular images as inputs, therefore the extracted features may easily get degenerated by the background noises. In order to solve this problem, several works [17] [18] [19] have been presented to address the foreground persons in feature learning, which are implemented in two steps: 1) Learn two kinds of features from both the complete and masked images using a multi-path network; and 2) Concatenate the multi-path features and fuse them at the output layers. Because they use a multi-path network to extract features, heavy computations are needed at both the training and testing stages.
In this paper, we incorporate a foreground attentive neural network (FANN) and a symmetric triplet loss function into Motivation of our method: we aim to learn a discriminative feature representation which can address the foreground of each input image. In particular, row (a) shows that the general way learns feature from the whole image, and row (b) shows that our method learns feature only from the foreground person.
an end-to-end feature learning framework, 1 so as to learn a discriminative feature representation from the foreground images for person Re-ID. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , a detected person in a rectangular image region may easily include background clutters and mutual occlusions from the other objects. If such noises can be attenuated, the extracted features will mainly come from the foreground persons, which are more discriminative and robust to the large cross-view appearance variations. This observation has motivated us to propose a novel multi-task learning framework that can jointly alleviate the side effects of backgrounds and learn the discriminative features from foregrounds. Specifically, a novel FANN is built to focus its attention on the foreground persons, in which each image is first passed through an encoder and decoder network, then the outputs of encoder network are further taken for the discriminative feature learning. The encoder network extracts features from the whole image, and the decoder network reconstructs a binary mask of each foreground person. As a result, the encoder network will gradually focus its attention on the foreground persons with the regularization of decoder network by using a novel local regression loss function. Besides, a novel symmetric triplet loss function is introduced to learn the discriminative features, in which the intra-class distance is minimized and the inter-class distance is maximized in each triplet unit, simultaneously. Training the FANN in an end-to-end manner, the foreground attentive features can be finally learned to distinguish different individuals across the disjoint camera views. Extensive experimental results on the 3DPeS [21] , VIPeR [5] , CUHK01 [22] , CUHK03 [23] , Mar-ket1501 [24] and DukeMTMC-reID [25] datasets have shown the significant improvements by our method, as compared with the state-of-the-art approaches.
The main contributions of this work can be highlighted as follows:
• We design a simple yet effective FANN to learn robust features for person Re-ID, in which the side effects of background can be naturally attenuated and the useful clues in foreground can be greatly emphasized. • We build an effective local regression loss function to supervise the foreground mask reconstruction, in which the local information in a small neighborhood is used to smooth the isolated regions in ground truth mask. • We introduce a novel symmetric triplet loss function to supervise the feature learning, in which the intra-class distance is minimized and the inter-class is maximized in each triplet unit, simultaneously. The rest of our paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we briefly review the related works. Section III introduces our neural network and objective function, followed by a discussion of the learning algorithm in Section IV. Experimental results and ablation studies are presented in Section V. And conclusion comes in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
We review three lines of related works, including the metric learning based method, the deep learning based method and the attention learning based method, which are briefly introduced in the following paragraphs.
A. Metric Learning Based Method
This category of methods aim to find a mapping function from the feature space to distance space, in which distances between images of the same person are closer than those between different identities. For example, Zheng et al. [26] proposed a relative distance learning method from the probabilistic prospective. In [27] , Mignon and Jurie learned a distance metric with the sparse pairwise similarity constraints. Pedagadi et al. [28] utilized the Local Fisher Discriminant Analysis (LFDA) to map the high dimensional features into a more discriminative low dimensional space. In [4] , Xiong et al. further extended the LFDA and several other metrics by using the kernel tricks and different regularizers. Nguyen and Bai [29] measured the similarity between image pairs through the cosine similarity, which was closely related to the inner product similarity. In [30] , Loy et al. casted the person Re-ID problem as an image retrieval task by considering the listwise similarity. Chen et al. [31] proposed a kernel based metric learning method to explore the nonlinear relationship of samples in feature space. In [32] , Hirzer et al. learned a discriminative metric by using the relaxed pairwise constraints. These methods try to learn a specific distance metric based on features extracted from the fixed feature descriptors, which could not fully discover the potential of metric learning.
B. Deep Learning Based Method
This category of methods usually incorporate feature extraction and metric learning into a joint framework, in which a neural network is used to extract features and a distance metric is used to compute losses and back-propagate gradients. Illustration of our deep neural network, which is consisted of the foreground attentive subnetwork, the body part subnetwork and the feature fusion subnetwork. Specifically, the foreground attentive subnetwork aims to focus the attention on foreground by passing each input image through an encoder and decoder network. Then, the encoded feature maps are averagely sliced and discriminately learned in the following body part subnetwork. Afterwards, the resulting feature maps are fused in the feature fusion subnetwork. Finally, the final feature vectors are normalized to a unit sphere space and learned by following the symmetric triplet loss layer.
For example, Ahmed it et al. [10] proposed a novel deep neural network which took the pairwise images as inputs, and output a similarity value indicating whether two input images were the same person or not. In [33] , Xiao et al. applied a domain guided dropout algorithm to learn the general features for person Re-ID. Ding et al. [11] introduced a triplet neural network to learn the relative similarity in solving the person Re-ID problem. In [34] , Wang et al. proposed an unified triplet and siamese deep architecture, which could jointly extract the single-image and cross-image feature representation. Zhou et al. [35] applied a recurrent neural network to jointly learn the spatial and temporal features from video sequence. In [36] , Shen et al. designed a novel groupshuffling random walk network for fully utilizing the affinity information between gallery images in both the training and testing stages. Xiao et al. [37] proposed an unified framework which can jointly handle the pedestrian detection and person Re-ID in a single network. One major limitation of these methods is that they take the whole image as input, which isn't able to extensively address the foreground persons. Therefore, the learned features will be easily effected by the background noises.
C. Attention Learning Based Method
This category of methods aim at learning a discriminative feature representation from input images by using different attention mechanisms [38] , which can be roughly divided into two categories, i.e., the supervised and unsupervised approaches. In the former ones, the ground truth is needed to supervise the attention learning. For example, Kalayeh et al. [39] took the human parsing results to guide the feature learning for person Re-ID. In [18] , Song et al. designed a mask-guided network to drive the network's attention on the foregrounds of input images, which was effective to learn features from the discriminative body regions. Meanwhile, Tian et al. [19] also studied how to alleviate the side effect of background in feature learning. In the latter ones, the attention learning process is usually driven by a specific task or regularizer, which is less effective because no labeled information is available. For example, Wang et al. [40] proposed a residual attention network which embedded an attention mechanism in the network for image classification. In [41] , Zhao et al. proposed a part-aligned representation learning method to aggregate the similarities between the corresponding regions of person images. Li et al. [42] designed a harmonious attention network to jointly learn the soft pixel attention and hard regional attention for person Re-ID. In [43] , Gheissari et al. introduced a novel spatial-temporal segmentation algorithm to generate the salient regions for person Re-ID. The supervised methods are usually more expensive but effective than the unsupervised ones. In order to pursue higher accuracy, we presented a novel supervised attention learning method to learn discriminative features from the foreground persons, in which the regression task is designed to regularize the feature learning by gradually reconstructing the foreground masks in the training process. Therefore, the complexity of feature extraction network will not be increased in the testing phase, as compared with the existing attention learning based methods in person Re-ID.
III. MULTI-TASK FRAMEWORK FOR FOREGROUND ATTENTIVE FEATURE LEARNING

A. Foreground Attentive Neural Network
The goal of our FANN is to learn a discriminative feature representation from the foregrounds of input images. The proposed network is shown in Fig. 2 , which is consisted of the foreground attentive subnetwork, the body part subnetwork and the feature fusion subnetwork. The details are explained in the following paragraphs.
1) Foreground Attentive Subnetwork:
The foreground attentive subnetwork aims to focus its attention on the foregrounds of input images, so as to alleviate the side effects of backgrounds. Our adopted paradigm is to pass each input image through an encoder and decoder network, in which the encoder network extracts features from the RGB images and the decoder network reconstructs the binary mask of foreground person. The encoder network will naturally focus its attention on the foreground, since the decoder network can gradually reconstruct the binary foreground mask in the learning process. Specifically, the input images are first resized to 229 × 79 and passed through two 64 learned filters in size of 7 × 7 and 5 × 5 with strides 3 and 2, respectively. Then, the resulting feature maps are passed through a rectified linear unit (ReLU) and followed by a max pooling kernel in size of 3 × 3 with stride 1. These layers constitute the encoder network, and the outputs of encoder network are further fed into the decoder network and the body part subnetwork, simultaneously. The decoder network is consisted of two deconvolutional layers, which are with 64 and 3 learned filters in size of 5 × 5 and 7 × 7 with strides 2 and 3, respectively. In addition, a rectified linear unit (ReLU) is put between the two layers. The output of decoder network is used to reconstruct the binary mask of foreground person, so as to adaptively drive the attention of encoder network on the foregrounds of input images.
2) Body Part Subnetwork: The body part subnetwork aims at learning a discriminative feature representation from different body parts, which is inspired by the idea that different body parts have different weights in representing one person [10] . The resulting feature maps of encoder network are first averagely sliced into four equal parts across the height channel, and then the sliced feature maps are fed into the body part subnetwork for feature learning. The body part subnetwork is consisted of four sets of residual blocks [14] , in which these convolutional layers do not share parameters, so as to discriminatively learn feature representations from different body parts. In each residual block, we pass each set of sliced feature maps through two small convolutional layers, in which both of them have 32 learned filters in size of 3 × 3 with stride 1. The outputs of first small convolutional layer are summarized with the outputs of second small convolutional layer by using the eltwise operation. Then, a rectified linear unit (ReLU) is followed after them. Finally, the resulting feature maps are passed through a max pooling kernel in size of 3 × 3 with stride 1. In order to enhance the feature representation capacity, we add several residual blocks after the first one, and all of them are in the same shape. Notice that the actual number should be determined by the scale of training dataset.
3) Feature Fusion Subnetwork: The feature fusion subnetwork aims to fuse the learned features and normalize them to a unit sphere space. It is consisted of four teams of fully connected layers and a L2 normalization layer. Specifically, the local feature maps of each body part are first discriminately learned by following two small fully connected layers in each team. The dimensions of these small fully connected layers are 150. Then, a rectified linear unit (ReLU) is added between them. Afterwards, the discriminatively learned features of the first four small fully connected layers are concatenated to be fused by following a large fully connected layer, whose dimension is 600. Finally, the resulting feature vectors are further concatenated with the outputs of second four fully connected layers, so as to generate the final 1200 dimensional feature vectors for representation. In addition, a L2 normalization layer is used to regularize the magnitude of each feature vector to be unit. Therefore, the similarity comparison measured in the Euclidian distance is equivalent to that by using the cosine distance.
B. Multi-Task Objective Function
be the input training data, in which X i denotes the RGB image, M i represents the mask of foreground, and N is the number of training samples. Specifically,
i and x 2 i are two images with the same identity, x 1 i and x 3 i are two mismatched images with different identities. Besides,
represents the corresponding foreground mask of X i . The goal of our FANN is to learn filter weights and biases that can jointly minimize the ranking error and the reconstruction error at the output layers, respectively. A recursive function for an M-layer deep model can be defined as follows:
where W l denotes the filter weights of the l th layer, b l refers to the corresponding biases, * denotes the convolution operation, φ(·) is an element-wise non-linear activation function such as ReLU, and Y l i represents the feature maps generated at layer l for Y i . For simplicity, we consider the deep parameters as a whole
In order to train our FANN in an end-to-end manner, we apply a multi-task objective function to supervise the learning process, which is defined as follows:
where L 1 (·) denotes the symmetric triplet loss term, L 2 (·) represents the local regression term, R(·) indicates the parameter regularization term, and ζ, η are two fixed weight parameters.
are two adaptive weights which control the symmetric gradient back-propagation. Besides, = [ t , r ], in which t is the parameters of deep ranking network and r is the parameters of deep regression network.
1) Symmetric Triplet Loss Term: The goal of our symmetric triplet loss function is to jointly minimize the intra-class distance and maximize the inter-class distance in each triplet unit, so as to learn a discriminative feature representation to correctly match images of each individual captured from the disjoint camera views. Its superiority against the asymmetric triplet loss function [15] is that the deduced gradients to the Fig. 3 . Illustration of gradient back-propagations and motion trajectories driven by two different triplet loss functions. Specifically, (a) shows the gradients of asymmetric triplet loss function; (b) shows the gradients of symmetric triplet loss function, (c) shows the motion trajectory driven by asymmetric triplet loss function, and (d) shows the motion trajectory driven by symmetric triplet loss function. In the optimization process, we adaptively update u and v, so as to jointly minimize the intra-class distance and maximize the inter-class distance in each triplet unit. positive samples are symmetric, as shown in Fig. 3 , which is very essential to consistently minimize the intra-class distance in the training process. 2 The hinge loss of our symmetric triplet loss function is formulated as follows:
where M is the margin between the positive pair and negative pair, and d(·) denotes the pairwise distance measured in the unit spherical space, which is defined as follows:
In practice, we need to normalize φ(x j i , t ) 2 2 = 1 and φ(x k i , t ) 2 2 = 1, therefore the distance measured in the Euclidean space is equivalent to that measured in the unit spherical space. The smaller the distance d(x j i , x k i ) is, the more similar the two input images x j i and x k i are, and vice versa. Notice that the improved triplet loss function [44] is also lack in ability to deduce the symmetric gradients to positive pairs, because it can't keep d(
in the training process. In the optimization section, we will explain the underling reason in detail.
2) Local Regression Loss Term: The goal of our local regression loss function is to minimize the reconstruction error at the output of decoder network. As a result, the encoder network will be regularized by the decoder network in reconstructing the binary masks, and the attention of encoder network can be gradually focused on the foreground persons. We measure the reconstruction error of each pixel in a local neighborhood, which is formulated as follows:
where K σ represents a truncated Gaussian kernel with the standard deviation of σ , which is formulated as follows:
where ρ indicates the radius of local neighborhood O x which is centered at the point of x. By considering the reconstruction problem in a local neighborhood, the final performance is more robust to the poor mask annotation. As shown in Fig. 4 , some pixels in the foreground are wrongly labeled as background, and the reconstruction accuracy will be seriously effected if we reconstruct the foreground mask by only measuring the point to point difference. In our method, we measure the point to set difference by jointly considering the neighborhood information, therefore the foreground mask will be properly reconstructed if most of the pixels in a local neighborhood can be rightly annotated.
3) Parameter Regularization Term: The goal of our parameter regularizer is to smooth the parameters of the entire neural network, which is formulated as follows:
where · 2 F indicates the Frobenius norm, and · 2 2 denotes the Euclidian norm.
IV. OPTIMIZATION
We apply the momentum method to optimize the direction control weights and the stochastic gradient descent algorithm to optimize the deep parameters, which are introduced in the following paragraphs.
The weight parameters u i and v i can be adaptively updated in the training process by using the momentum method, so as to jointly minimize the intra-class distance and maximize the inter-class distance in each triplet unit. In order to simplify this problem, we define u i = α i +β i and v i = α i −β i , and therefore the two parameters can be optimized by only updating β i in each iteration. The partial derivative of our symmetric triplet loss function with respect to β i can be formulated as follows:
∂T ∂β i is formulated as follows:
Then, β i can be optimized as follows:
where γ is the weight updating rate. It can be clearly seen that
, namely t < 0, then u i will be decreased while v i will be increased; and vice verse. As a result, the strength of backpropagation to samples in each triplet unit will be adaptively tuned, in which the anchor and the positive will be clustered, and the negative one will be far away from the hyper-line expanded by the anchor and the positive. Without this property, the improved triplet loss function [44] can not consistently minimize the intra-class distance in the training process.
In order to apply the stochastic gradient descent algorithm to optimize the deep parameters, we compute the partial derivative of our objective function as follows:
where the first term represents the gradient of symmetric triplet loss function, the second term denotes the gradient of local regression loss function, and the third term indicates the gradient of parameter regularizer. By the definition of T( (8), the gradient of our symmetric triplet loss term can be computed as follows:
where ∂T ∂ t is formulated as follows:
Algorithm 1 Foreground Attentive Gradient Descent
According to the definition of our local regression loss term in Eq. (5), the gradient can be computed as follows:
It is clear that the gradients of samples can be easily calculated given the values of φ(x k i , t ), ∂φ(x k i , t )/∂ t and φ(x k i , r ), ∂φ(x k i , r )/∂ r in each mini-batch, which can be easily obtained by running the forward and backward propagation in the training process. As the algorithm needs to backpropagate the gradients to learn a foreground attentive feature representation, we call it the foreground attentive gradient descent algorithm. Algorithm 1 shows the overall process of our implementation regime.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Datasets and Settings 1) Benchmark Datasets:
We evaluate our method on six datasets, including the 3DPeS [21] , VIPeR [5] , CUHK01 [22] , CUHK03 [23] , Market1501 [24] and DukeMTMCre-ID [25] , which are briefly introduced in the following paragraphs. 3 The 3DPeS dataset contains 1,011 images of 192 persons captured from 8 outdoor cameras with different viewpoints, and each person has 2 to 26 images. The VIPeR dataset contains 632 person images captured by two cameras in an outdoor environment, and each person has only one image in each camera view. The CUHK01 dataset contains 971 persons captured from two camera views in a campus environment, and there are two images for each person under every camera view. 2) Parameter Settings: The parameters are taken as follows: The weights are initialized from two zero-mean Gaussian distributions with the standard deviations of 0.01 to 0.001, and the bias terms are set as 0. The learning rate ω = 0.01, and decayed by 0.1 at every 10,000 iterations, the margin parameter M = 0.1, the kernel parameters ρ = 3, σ = 0.01, the weight parameters ζ = 0.02 and η = 0.05, the initial adaptive weights u = 0.6 and v = 0.4, and the weight updating rate γ = 0.01. If not specified, we use the same parameters in all the experiments. 
3) Evaluation Protocol:
Our experiments use the Cumulative Matching Characteristic (CMC) curve to measure the performance, which is an estimation of finding the corrected top n match. For the 3DPeS and VIPeR datasets, we follow the single-shot protocol in [11] , in which 96 persons from the 3DPeS dataset and 316 persons in the VIPeR dataset are randomly chosen to train the deep neural network, and the remaining identities are used to evaluate the performance. For the CUHK01 and CUHK03 datasets, we follow two data partition protocols to split the datasets into the training sets and testing sets. Specifically, 100/486 persons of the CUHK01 dataset and 100/700 persons of the CUHK03 dataset are used to evaluate the performance, and the remainings are used to train the deep neural network. For the Mar-ket1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets, we used the provided data partition methods to prepare the training and testing samples. Besides, the mean Average Precision (mAP) is also used to evaluate the performance on the CUHK03, Mar-ket1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets. To obtain a statistical result, we repeated the testing 10 times to report the average result. 
B. Comparison Results
Firstly, we will compare our method with the state-of-the-art approaches on the six public benchmark datasets, respectively. Secondly, the performances of attention learning based methods will be solely evaluated, so as to compare how much they can improve the final results. For clarity, we highlight the best results in bold.
1) Comparisons With the State-of-the-Arts:
The detailed results are shown in Table II to Table V , from which we can see that our FANN has achieved the competitive results on nearly all of the six public benchmark datasets. Specifically, our FANN outperforms the previous best performed SPL [62] method by 6.7% on the 3DPeS dataset in the Top 1 accuracy. Besides, our FANN also outperforms the previous best performed SPL [62] method by 2.1% on the VIPeR dataset in the Top 1 accuracy. For the CUHK01 and CUHK03 datasets, our FANN outperforms the previous best performed BraidNet [53] by 5.1%, while lags behind the previous best performed DGRW [36] method by 2.6% in the Top 1 accuracy, when 100 identities are randomly chosen to evaluate the performance, respectively. When 486 identities from the CUHK01 dataset are used to evaluate the performance, our FANN outperforms the previous best performed PRGP [19] method by 0.5% in the Top 1 accuracy. In addition, our FANN outperforms the previous best performed DaRe [56] by 4.1% and 3.7% in terms of the Top 1 accuracy and mAP, when 700 identities are used to evaluate the performance on the CUHK03 dataset, respectively. The same conclusion can be get on the Mar-ket1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets using the single-query evaluation, in which our FANN outperforms the previous best performed GCSL [68] and PCB [69] methods by 0.6%, 0.3% and 0.9%, 0.7% in the Top 1 accuracy and mAP on the Market1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets, respectively.
2) Comparisons of Attention Learning: The attention learning based methods can usually improve the discriminative ability of learned features in solving the person Re-ID problem, because they can further address the foreground persons in the training process. As discussed above, the supervised methods often outperform the unsupervised ones in the final accuracy. In Fig 5, we compare our method with the other four attention learning based methods on the Market1501 dataset, in which the HSP [39] and MGCAM [18] are the supervised methods, while the DLPA [41] and HA-CAN [42] are the unsupervised methods. From the results, we can see that the worse results are obtained by the DLPA, and the best performances are achieved by our FANN. Besides, we also notice that the HA-CAN significantly outperforms the MGCAM in the Top 1 accuracy, which indicates that it is possible to learn the attentive features in an unsupervised manner. In the future study, we will strive to design an attention mechanism in network, so as to improve the feature representation capability without using the expensive foreground annotations.
C. Ablation Study
Firstly, we will evaluate how much each of our contributions improves the final person Re-ID results. Secondly, the effectiveness of our FANN in background suppression will be illustrated, including the visualization of learned feature maps and the robustness of our FANN to different ground-truth masks. Then, we will show the robustness of our method to different parameter settings and study how to set the number of residual blocks in the body part subnetwork. Finally, some ranking examples will be presented and discussed.
1) Improvements by Each Contribution: In order to show how much each contribution improves the final results, we carefully design seven different experiments on each dataset, as shown in Table IV . In particular, Baseline 1 denotes the performances that we get rid of the decoder network and takes the asymmetric triplet loss function to train the remaining network, and Baseline 2 indicates the results that we use the Fig. 5 . Comparison between our method and the other attention learning based approaches on the Market1501 dataset, in which the HSP [39] , MGCAM [18] and our FANN belong to the supervised approaches, and the DLPA [41] and HA-CAN [42] are the unsupervised methods.
masked foreground images to replace the inputs in Baseline 1. Besides, S means the performances that we get rid of the decoder network and takes our symmetric triplet loss function to train the remaining network, L represents the results that we use the asymmetric triplet loss function and local regression loss function to train the whole network, and F indicates the performances that we use the asymmetric triplet loss function and Euclidean loss function to train the whole network. What's more, S + F denotes the results that we use our symmetric triplet loss function and Euclidean loss function to train the whole network, and S + L represents the results obtained by jointly using the symmetric triplet loss function and local regression loss function, which is actually equivalent to our FANN method.
From the results we can see that the S + L significantly outperforms the other six situations on all the six benchmark datasets, which can well explain the effectiveness of our symmetric triplet loss function, the local regression loss function and the neural network in learning the discriminative features from the foregrounds of input images. For simplicity, we take the results on the VIPeR dataset to explain the detailed improvements: 1) Compare the performances in Baseline 1 and Baseline 2, we can find that directly feeding the masked images to train the neural network can not improve the person Re-ID results, because the strong edge responses brought by the masks are harmful to learn the discriminative features. 2) Compare the results between Baseline 1 and S, between F and S + F, between L and S + L, we can find that our symmetric triplet loss function can improve the Top 1 accuracy by 5.2%, 3.1%, 5.8% in the three cases, respectively. 3) For the improvements of our local regression loss function, we compare the results between Baseline 1 and L, between F and L, between S + F and S + L, and the results show that our local regression loss function can improve the Top 1 accuracy by 5.8%, 1.0%, 3.7% in the three cases, respectively. 4) Finally, we evaluate the improvements bought by our neural network by comparing the results between Baseline 1 and F, between Baseline 1 and L, between S and S + F, which show that our FANN improves the Top 1 accuracy by 4.8%, 5.8%, 2.7% in the three cases, respectively. What's more, the same conclusions can be found if we evaluate the performances on the other five datasets. Fig. 6 . Illustration of the learned feature maps and masks by our neural network. From left to right: the RGB inputs, the ground truth masks by using the off-the-shelf segmentation method, the foreground masks obtained in the reconstruction task, the feature maps learned in the ranking and reconstruction tasks, the feature maps and foreground masks obtained in the multi-task. 
2) Effectiveness in Background Suppression:
In this paragraph, we will explain the internal reason of how our FANN focuses its attention on the foregrounds of input images. In our FANN, we apply the encoder-decoder mechanism to drive the attention, in which we reconstruct the mask of foreground at the output of decoder network, and the encoder network will be naturally regularized by the decoder network in the training process. As a result, the encoder network will pay more attention on the foregrounds of input images, which is effective to suppress noises in the background. Then, the resulting feature maps of encoder network will be fed into the subsequent networks for discriminative feature learning. Incorporating the mask reconstruction and feature learning into a multi-task learning framework, a discriminative feature representation can be learned to further improve the final person Re-ID results.
Some representative feature maps of two input images are shown in Fig. 6 , in which the two images represent the same person under two disjoint camera views. Specifically, the second column shows the ground truth masks obtained by the segmentation method, and the third column represents the binary masks reconstructed by only running the reconstruction task. The results indicate that our local regression loss function is effective in reconstructing the binary mask. The fourth and fifth columns illustrate the feature maps of encoder network in the ranking and reconstruction tasks, which indicate that the reconstruction task can focus more attentions on the foreground than the ranking task. The sixth and seventh columns represent the feature maps of encoder network and the reconstructed masks by using the multi-task objective function, which illustrate that running the two tasks in an end-to-end manner is more beneficial to learn the foreground attentive features for person Re-ID.
In addition, our FANN is robust to the quality of generated masks in a certain extent. In order to support this point of view, we take two methods, i.e., one instance segmentation based method [45] and one saliency detection based method [74] , to generate the ground truth masks. Some generated masks on the Market1501 dataset are shown in Fig. 8 , in which we can see that masks generated by the instance segmentation based method are in higher quality than that by the saliency detection based method. Using the two kinds of masks as ground truth, we evaluate our method on the six benchmark datasets. The results are shown in Table VI , in which the 'Baseline' denotes the result without using the mask information, 'Mask 1' indicates the results by using the masks generated by the saliency detection based method, and 'Mask 2' represents the results by using the masks generated by the instance segmentation based method. From the results, we can conclude that: 1) The two kinds of masks can help our FANN improves the person Re-ID results; 2) The poorer masks will lead to a bit worser results, however we also notice that the differences are not very large.
3) Robustness to Parameter Setting: There are several hyper parameters in our method, and they are sensitive to the final person Re-ID results in different extents. In the following paragraphs, we will first evaluate our method with varying parameters: the margin parameter M, the kernel parameters ρ and σ , the weight parameter ζ , and the initial adaptive weights u and v. Specifically, we change one parameter and keep the others fixed in each experiment, so as to illustrate the sensitiveness of method to each parameter. Then, we further study how to set the number of residual blocks in the experiments on each dataset.
Firstly, we evaluate the influence of margin parameter M, kernel parameters ρ and σ , and weight parameter ζ to the final person Re-ID results. The detailed results are shown in Fig. 7 , in which we have reported the Top 1 accuracy with different parameter settings. From the results, we can conclude three conclusions: 1) For the margin parameter, small M will lead to small discriminative power between the positive and negative pairs, and large M will make the model pay more attention to the hard training samples. Both parameter settings are not Fig. 8 . Illustration of the generated masks by different methods, in which the first row shows the RGB images, the second row shows the masks generated by the saliency detection based method, and the third row shows the masks generated by the instance segmentation based method. beneficial to keep a better generation ability of learned model on the testing data. What's more, there are a relative large sliding interval of M to keep an approximate performance on the testing data, when an optimal margin parameter is chosen in the experiments. 2) For the kernel parameters, small ρ will make the reconstruction task sensitive to the isolated regions in the ground truth mask, and large ρ will cause the edge blur when reconstructs the foreground mask. Small σ will lead the reconstruction task sensitive to the difference between the reconstructed mask and ground truth mask, and large σ will make the algorithm pay less attention to the foregrounds of input images. We argue that too small or too large ρ and σ are not beneficial to the generation ability of learned model, however our algorithm allows a large variation of the two parameters around the optimal values. For the weight parameter, small ζ will also make our algorithm pay less attention to the foregrounds of input images, and large ζ will make our algorithm pay too much attention to the foregrounds of input images. Therefore, an suitable weight should be chosen to keep the person Re-ID performance.
The main difference between our symmetric triplet loss function and the asymmetric triplet loss function is that it introduces another negative distance between two samples from the same camera view to regularize the gradient backpropagation, as shown in Fig. 3 . As a result, the intra-class distance can be minimized and the inter-class distance can be maximized in each triplet unit, simultaneously. In our formulation, two negative distances are weighted to represent the inter-class distance, and the weight parameters can be adaptively updated in the feature learning process, so as to deduce the symmetric gradient back-propagation. Because we apply the L2 normalization after the resulting feature vectors, the final person Re-ID performance is very stable with different initializations to the weight parameters u and v. In Table VII , we give some detailed analysis results on the six benchmark datasets. From the results, we can conclude that the Top 1 accuracy of our method on the six benchmark 
in the optimization. Therefore, the weights can be adaptively updated to keep the symmetric gradient back-propagation. 2) For the i th triplet input, the L2 normalization is applied to keep φ(x j i , t ) 2 2 = 1, j = 1, 2, 3 at the output layer, therefore the difference between d(
. As a result, the L2 normalization will make our algorithm more robust to the numerical stability. For comparison, we evaluate the performances of our method without using L2 normalization, as shown in Table VIII , on the six benchmark datasets. From the results, we can see that: 1) The best results of two cases are similar on the six benchmark datasets, which indicates that both the unit sphere space and the Euclidean space are suitable for similarity comparison. 4 2) Because the distances in unit sphere space are bounded, the performances on the six benchmark datasets are more stable even with different initializations.
In order to obtain better performances on both the small and large datasets, we use different numbers of residual blocks in the body part subnetwork. Specifically, we use two residual blocks on the 3DPeS and VIPeR datasets, three Fig. 9 . Illustration of some ranking examples on the six benchmark datasets, in which the probe images are denoted by green bounding boxes and the matched references are indicated by using the red bounding boxes. Notice that both the successful cases and failure cases are given for better comparison. residual blocks on the CUHK01 dataset, and four residual blocks on the CUHK03, Market1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets, respectively. The main reason is that training a deep neural network usually needs a large amount of labeled data. Therefore, the under-fitting problem will be caused if we use a small dataset to train a complex network. We think this is the right reason why the deep neural networks, such as the VGGNet [13] and ResNet [14] , usually can't work well on the small datasets. Besides, the heavy deep neural networks usually have stronger representation capacity than the light ones. As a result, we choose different numbers of residual blocks to adapt the scale of different datasets. In order to support our understanding, we evaluate the performance of our FANN with different numbers of residual blocks on each dataset. The results are shown in Table IX , in which we can find that the shallower networks can obtain better results than the deeper ones on the 3DPeS, VIPeR and CUHK01 datasets, while the deeper networks can obtain better results than the shallower ones on the CUHK03, Market1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets.
4) Some Examples of Ranking: Finally, we illustrate some real ranking examples of our method on the six benchmark datasets, as shown in Fig. 9 , including both the successful cases and failure cases. Specifically, the images in green boxes are the probes, which are used to find out the matched references from the gallery. The image in red box is a true match to the corresponding probe, in which the smaller order indicates the better performance. In the successful cases of our method, all the matched candidates are found out in the first place from various candidates in the gallery. The results indicate that our method can learn a discriminative feature representation to overcome the large cross-view appearance variations. However, we also notice that there are a fraction of failure cases in our method, in which the matched references can not be ranked firstly from the very similar candidates. In the future study, we will study how to enrich the diversity of similar training samples, so as to reduce the failure cases in solving person Re-ID problem.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a simple yet effective deep neural network to learn a discriminative feature representation from the foreground of each input image for person Re-ID. Firstly, a FANN is constructed to jointly enhance the positive influences of foregrounds and weaken the side effects of backgrounds, in which an encoder and decoder network is built to guide the whole network to directly learn a discriminative feature representation from the foreground persons. Secondly, a novel local regression loss function is designed to deal with the isolated regions in the ground truth masks by considering the local information in a neighborhood. Thirdly, a symmetric triplet loss function is introduced to supervise the feature learning process, which can jointly minimize the intra-class distance and maximize the inter-class distance in each triplet unit. Extensive experiments on the 3DPeS, VIPeR, CUHK01, CUHK03, Market1501 and DukeMTMC-reID datasets are conducted, and the results have shown that our method can significantly outperform the state-of-the-art approaches.
